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Abstract. We construct approximately inner actions of discrete amenable groups

on strongly amenable subfactors of type II1 with given invariants, and obtain classi-

fication results under some conditions. We also study the lifting of the relative w group.

1. Introduction.

In the theory of subfactors initiated by V. F. R. Jones in [15], analysis of

automorphisms and group actions on subfactors has been done by many people.

In [24], P. Loi introduced the Loi invariant for automorphisms of subfactors and

obtained some results on structure of subfactors of type IIIl, 0 < l < 1. In [31],

S. Popa introduced the notion of proper outerness for automorphisms of sub-

factors (Choda and Kosaki introduced the same property in [3], and they call it

strong outerness). With his classification of strongly amenable subfactors of type

II1 in [32], he classified properly outer actions of discrete amenable groups on

strongly amenable subfactors of type II1 by the Loi invariant, and solved the

problem of classification of subfactors of type IIIl raised by Loi in [24]. On the

other hand, related with orbifold construction, non-strongly outer automorphisms

are studied in [8], [10], [11], [12], [17], [18], [19], [20], [22], [25], [35]. Also see

[9, Chapter 15], in which almost all contents of the above referred papers are

explained.

In [26], we classified approximately inner actions of discrete amenable groups

on strongly amenable subfactors of type II1 by the characteristic invariant and

the n invariant under some assumptions. Among these assumptions, the most

important one is the triviality of the algebraic k invariant. (See [13] and [2] for

the original definition and properties of k invariant. For a subfactor analogue

of the k invariant, see [19].) This result is a generalization of [20, Theorem

3.1]. When the algebraic k invariant is trivial, we can classify approximately

inner actions completely. Hence we have to investigate the case when the alge-

braic k invariant is not trivial. In this case, we do not know whether there exist
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actions with given invariants or not. Hence what we should do first is to find a

systematic way to construct actions with given invariants. We remark that if

the algebraic k invariant is trivial, then our characteristic invariant is exactly the

same as the original one in [14], but if the algebraic k invariant is not trivial, then

our characteristic invariant may be di¤erent from the usual one, and this makes

classification more di‰cult.

In this paper, we construct actions of discrete amenable groups on strongly

amenable subfactors of type II1 with given invariants, and classify actions under

an extra assumption on the n invariant. (We emphasize that we never assume

the triviality of the algebraic k invariant.) The most essential assumption in

our theory is the extendability of the n invariant to a homomorphism from

a whole group. This assumption is similar to that of [21, Theorem 20]. In

[21], Kawahigashi, Sutherland and Takesaki have classified actions of a discrete

abelian group G on the injective type III1 factor. The modular invariant n

appears as a cocycle conjugacy invariant, and this is a homomorphism from a

subgroup of G to R. Essential fact in their proof is that n can be extended to

a homomorphism of G due to the divisibility of R. (Originally this idea was

due to Connes. See [4, p. 466].)

In subfactor case, we can not expect such a property for the n invariant

generally. But if we assume the extendability of the n invariant, our proof goes

well as in the proof of [21, Theorem 20]. We remark that our results can be

viewed as a generalization of [20, Theorem 4.1].

In appendix, we discuss liftings of waðM;NÞ since we have to fix one lifting

of waðM;NÞ to define characteristic invariants.
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Popa for various comments on this paper. The author is supported by Grant-
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2. Main results.

Facts on automorphisms for subfactors are collected in [26, Section 2], and

we will freely use notations there.

First we recall fundamental definitions and facts on automorphisms of sub-

factors. Let NHM be a subfactor of type II1 with finite index and NHMH

M1 HM2 � � � the Jones tower. Then a A AutðM;NÞ can be extended to an

automorphism of Mk inductively by setting aðekÞ ¼ ek, where ek is the Jones

projection in Mk.

Definition 2.1 ([24, Section 5]). For a, we put
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FðaÞ :¼ fajM 0VMk
gyk¼1;

and we call FðaÞ the Loi invariant.

Definition 2.2 ([3, Definition 1], [32, Definition 1.5.1]). An automorphism

s is said to be strongly outer if we have no non-zero a A 6
k
Mk satisfying

sðxÞa ¼ ax for every x A M. We denote the set of non-strongly outer auto-

morphisms by CntrðM;NÞ, which is a normal subgroup of AutðM;NÞ.

Throughout this paper, we always make the following assumptions on

NHM.

(A1) NHM is extremal,

(A2) NHM and MHM1 have the trivial normalizer,

(A3) KerF ¼ AutðM;NÞ,

(A4) waðM;NÞ :¼ ðKerFVCntrðM;NÞÞ=ðIntðM;NÞÞ is a finite group,

(A5) there exists a lifting s of waðM;NÞ to AutðM;NÞ.

The assumption (A3) means that every action has the trivial Loi invariant.

Note that we have many classes of subfactors satisfying the above assumptions,

e.g., Jones subfactors with principal graph A2nþ1 in [15], or subfactors coming

from Hecke algebras in [37]. (Also see [18] and [8].) By [12, Corollary 2.2],

waðM;NÞ is always abelian, and hence waðM;NÞ is a finite abelian group in our

setting.

By [26, Theorem 3.1], we have a Connes-Radon-Nikodym type cocycle

ua;s A UðNÞ for every a A KerF and s A CntrðM;NÞ. The algebraic k invariant

ka is defined by kaðh; kÞ ¼ u�
sk ;sh

for h; k A waðM;NÞ. We can easily verify that

ka is a bicharacter of waðM;NÞ.

Next we recall the definition of cocycle conjugacy invariants for actions

considered in [26]. Let NHM be a subfactor of type II1 with finite index, G

a discrete group, and a an action of G on NHM. Then we get cocycle con-

jugacy invariants in the following way. The first invariant is a normal subgroup

Ha HG, which is the non-strongly outer part of a. Then we get a G-equivariant

homomorphism na from Ha to waðM;NÞ by naðhÞ ¼ ½ah�. This na is the second

cocycle conjugacy invariant, and we call this the n invariant. By the assump-

tion (A5), ah has the form ah ¼ Ad vhsnaðhÞ for some unitary vh A UðNÞ. Then

we get two scalars laðg; hÞ and maðh; kÞ by the following equations for g A G,

h; k A Ha.

agðvg�1hgÞuag;snaðhÞ ¼ laðg; hÞvh; vhsnaðhÞðvkÞ ¼ maðh; kÞvhk:

The pair lðg; hÞ and mðh; kÞ satisfy the following relations for h; k; l A H and

g; g1; g2 A G.

(1) mðh; kÞmðhk; lÞ ¼ mðk; lÞmðh; klÞ,

(2) lðg1g2; hÞ ¼ lðg1; hÞlðg2; g
�1
1 hg1Þ,
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(3) lðg; hkÞlðg; hÞlðg; kÞ ¼ mðh; kÞmðg�1hg; g�1kgÞ

(4) lðh; kÞ ¼ mðh; h�1khÞmðk; hÞkaðnðkÞ; nðhÞÞ,

(5) lðe; hÞ ¼ lðg; eÞ ¼ mðe; kÞ ¼ mðh; eÞ ¼ 1.

The equation (4) shows the di¤erence between the usual characteristic

invariant and ours. This definition of l and m depends on the choice of vh.

To get rid of this dependency we have to define a suitable equivalence relation

for ðl; mÞ. On this point see [26]. We denote the equivalence class of ðla; maÞ

by LðaÞ ¼ ½la; ma�, and the set of ½l; m� by LðG;HjkaÞ.

Conversely for a given normal subgroup HHG, ½l; m� A LðG;HjkaÞ and

n A HomGðH; waðM;NÞÞ, we will construct an action a with Ha ¼ H, LðaÞ ¼ ½l; m�

and na ¼ n in the following proposition.

Proposition 2.3. Let NHM be a strongly amenable subfactor of type II1,

G a discrete amenable group. Assume that n can be extended to a homomorphism

from G. Then for every ½l; m� A LðG;HjkaÞ and n, there exists an action a of G

with Ha ¼ H, LðaÞ ¼ ½l; m� and na ¼ n.

Proof. By the assumptions, we have an extension of n from G to waðM;NÞ,

which we denote by n again. Hence g ! snðgÞ is an action of G on NHM. Let

ka be the algebraic k invariant for NHM, and set l 0ðg; nÞ :¼ kaðnðnÞ; nðgÞÞlðg; nÞ.

Then it is easy to verify that ½l 0
; m� is in LðG;HÞ, that is, ½l 0

; m� is a usual

characteristic invariant. Let m be an action of G on the injective type II1
factor R0 with the characteristic invariant ½l 0

; m�. Define an action a of G

on NnR0 HMnR0 by ag :¼ snðgÞ nmg. Since NHM is isomorphic to

NnR0 HMnR0 by [32] (also see [1]), a can be regarded as an action of

NHM. Then this a is a desired one. r

On classification of actions, we have the following result.

Theorem 2.4. Let NHM, G be as in the previous proposition. Let a and b

be approximately inner actions of G. Assume na can be extended to a homo-

morphism from G. Then a and b are stably conjugate if Ha ¼ Hb, LðaÞ ¼ LðbÞ

and na ¼ nb hold.

Proof. Set K :¼ waðM;NÞ. Let ~aa be the extension of a on Ncs KH

Mcs K defined in [26], and ~~aa~aa be the natural extension of ~aa on ~NN~H ~MM~ :¼

Ncs Kcŝs K̂K HMcs Kcŝs K̂K . Let wk and vp be the usual implementing

unitaries of s; ŝs in Mcs K and Mcs Kcŝs K̂K respectively. Then by the

definition of ~~aa~aa, we have ~~aa~aagðxÞ ¼ agðxÞ, ~~aa~aagðwkÞ ¼ uag;skwk and ~~aa~aagðvpÞ ¼ vp for

x A M, k A K and p A K̂K . On the other hand, the second dual action ^̂sŝss of s

satisfies ^̂sŝssk ¼ id on Mcs K and ^̂sŝsskðvpÞ ¼ hk; pivp for p A K̂K .
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The Takesaki duality theorem says that ~NN~H ~MM~ is isomorphic to Nn

Bðl2ðKÞÞHMnBðl 2ðKÞÞ via an isomorphism C satisfying the following.

ð1Þ ðCðpŝs � psðaÞÞxÞðkÞ ¼ s�1
k ðaÞxðkÞ;

ð2Þ ðCðpŝsðwlÞÞxÞðkÞ ¼ xðl�1kÞ;

ð3Þ ðCðvpÞxÞðkÞ ¼ hk; pixðkÞ;

where ps is the embedding of M in Mcs K , and pŝs is the embedding of Mcs K

into Mcs Kcŝs K̂K .

Define a unitary cg A NnBðl 2ðKÞÞ by ðcgxÞðkÞ :¼ u�
ag;s

�1
k

xðkÞ. Since cg

commutes with elements in N 0 nC1, cg is indeed in NnBðl2ðKÞÞ. Moreover

since we have

ðcgag n idðchÞxÞðkÞ ¼ u�
ag;s

�1
k

agðu
�
ah;s

�1
k

ÞxðkÞ

¼ u�
agh;s

�1
k

xðkÞ

¼ ðcghxÞðkÞ;

cg is an an id cocycle. Then as in the argument in [23, Section 5], it is shown

that C � ~~aa~aag �C
�1 ¼ Ad cgðag n idÞ holds.

On the other hand we have C � ^̂sŝssk �C
�1 ¼ sk nAd r�1

k , where r is the left

regular representation of K.

Here we consider the Connes-Radon-Nikodym type cocycle for Ad cgag n id

and sk nAd r�1
k . Take 00 a A Mn with skðxÞa ¼ ax for every x A M. By [26,

Theorem 3.1], agðaÞ ¼ uag;ska holds. It is obvious that sk nAd r�1
k ðxÞðan r�1

k Þ ¼

ðan r�1
k Þx holds for every MnBðl2ðKÞÞ. Here we have the following.

ðAd cgðag n idÞðan r�1
k ÞxÞðlÞ ¼ ðcgðagðaÞn r�1

k Þc�gxÞðlÞ

¼ u�
ag;s

�1
l

agðaÞðc
�
gxÞðklÞ

¼ u�
ag;s

�1
l

uag;skauag;s�1
kl
xðklÞ

¼ u�
ag;s

�1
l

uag;skskðuag;s�1
kl
ÞaxðklÞ

¼ u�
ag;s

�1
l

uag;s�1
l
axðklÞ

¼ ðan r�1
k xÞðlÞ:

By [26, Theorem 3.1], the above equality implies uAd cgðanidÞ;sknAd r�1
k

¼ 1 for

every g A G and k A K . Hence by replacing a and b if necessary, we may assume
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that uag;sk ¼ 1 and ubg;sk ¼ 1 hold for every g A G and k A K . This especially

implies agsk ¼ skag and bgsk ¼ skbg.

Define two new actions a and b by ag :¼ ags
�1
nðgÞ and bg :¼ bgs

�1
nðgÞ. Since

a and b commute with s; a and b are indeed actions of G. By the con-

struction of a and b, it is easy to see Ha ¼ a�1ðCntðM;NÞÞ ¼ a�1ðIntðM;NÞÞ ¼

b�1ðCntðM;NÞÞ ¼ b�1ðIntðM;NÞÞ.

Next we compute LðaÞ. For m A H, take vm A UðNÞ with am ¼ Ad vmsnðmÞ.

In this case, we have Ad am ¼ Ad vm for m A H. Moreover since

1 ¼ uah;sk

¼ uAd vmsnðmÞ;sk

¼ Ad vmðusnðmÞ;sk ÞuAd vm;sk

¼ kaðk; nðmÞÞvmskðv
�
mÞ

holds, we have skðvmÞ ¼ kaðk; nðmÞÞvm.

First we compute la. Since we have uag;sk ¼ 1, agðvg�1ngÞ ¼ laðg; nÞvn holds

by the definition of la. Then we get

agðvg�1ngÞ ¼ ags
�1
nðgÞðvg�1ngÞ

¼ kaðnðgÞ
�1
; nðnÞÞagðvg�1ngÞ

¼ kaðnðgÞ; nðnÞÞlaðg; nÞvn;

and laðg; nÞ ¼ kaðnðgÞ; nðnÞÞlaðg; nÞ holds. Next we compute ma. By the defi-

nition of ma, we have vmsnðmÞðvnÞ ¼ maðm; nÞvmn, m; n A H. Hence we get vmvn ¼

kaðnðmÞ; nðnÞÞmaðm; nÞvmn and consequently maðm; nÞ ¼ kaðnðmÞ; nðnÞÞmaðm; nÞ.

Similar computation is valid for b, and by the assumption LðaÞ ¼ LðbÞ, we

get LðaÞ ¼ LðbÞ. Hence a and b are cocycle conjugate by [26, Theorem 5.1].

Then a and b are stably conjugate, and hence there exists an automorphism

y A AutðMnBðl 2ðGÞÞ;NnBðl2ðGÞÞÞ with y � ðbg nAd %gÞ � y
�1 ¼ ag, where %

is the right regular representation of G.

To prove the main theorem, we need the following proposition where NHM

can be an arbitrary subfactor of finite index.

Proposition 2.5. Let s be a non-strongly outer automorphism. Take 00

a A Mn such that sðxÞa ¼ ax holds for every x A M. Then v A M is in M s if and

only if va ¼ av holds.

Proof. First assume that v A M s. Then we have va ¼ sðvÞa ¼ av. Con-

versely assume that va ¼ av holds. Then sðvÞa ¼ av ¼ va holds. Hence we

have sðvÞaa� ¼ vaa�. Here aa� is in M 0 VMn. Let E be the minimal condi-
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tional expectation from Mn onto M. Then we get sðvÞEðaa�Þ ¼ EðsðvÞaa�Þ ¼

Eðvaa�Þ ¼ vEðaa�Þ, and Eðaa�Þ A M VM 0 ¼ C . Since a is not zero, Eðaa�Þ is

a non-zero scalar. Hence v is in M s. r

Remark. The above proposition can be regarded as a subfactor-analogue of

the characterization of the centralizer of type III factors. Namely let M be a

type III factor, f a faithful normal state of M. Then a A M is in Mf if and only

if ½f; a� ¼ 0.

We continue the proof of Theorem 2.4. Since an outer action of a finite

group is stable, we can find a unitary w A NnBðl 2ðGÞÞ such that w�sk n idðwÞ ¼

uy;sknid. Hence y � sk n id � y�1 ¼ Ad uy;sknid � skn id¼ Adw� � skn id �Adw

holds. If we can prove that wag nAd %gðw
�Þ is in ðMnBðl 2ðGÞÞÞK , then

wag nAd %gðw
�Þ is an anAd % ¼ asnAd % cocycle and

agnAd %g � y � snðgÞn id � y�1 ¼ ag nAd %g �Adw� � snðgÞ n id �Adw

¼ AdðanAd %gðw
�ÞÞagsnðgÞ nAd %g �Adw

¼ Adw� �Adðwag nAd %gðw
�ÞÞag nAd %g �Adw

holds and we have the following.

anAd % ¼ anAd % � sn id

@ anAd % � y � sn id � y�1

¼ y � bnAd % � y�1y � sn id � y�1

¼ y � bsnAd % � y

¼ y � bnAd % � y�1
:

Hence a and b are stably conjugate. So we only have to prove that

wag nAd %gðw
�Þ is in ðMnBðl2ðGÞÞÞK .

It is easy to see uagnAd %g;sknid ¼ 1, so that uagnAd %g;sknid ¼

uags�1
nðgÞ

nAd %g;sknid ¼ kaðk; nðgÞÞ holds. In the same way, we can see

u
bgnAd %g;sknid

¼ kaðk; nðgÞÞ. Hence

uagnAd %g;Adw ��sknid�Adw ¼ u
y�bgnAd %g�y

�1
;y�sknid�y�1

¼ yðu
bgnAd %g;sknid

Þ

¼ kaðk; nðgÞÞ

holds. Take 00 a A Mn nBðl 2ðGÞÞ such that sk n idðxÞa ¼ ax holds for every

x A MnBðl2ðGÞÞ. Then ag nAd %gðaÞ ¼ kaðk; nðgÞÞa holds by [26, Theorem 3.1].
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Since Adw� � sk n id �AdwðxÞw�aw ¼ w�awx, we also have ag nAd %gðw
�awÞ ¼

kaðk; nðgÞÞw
�aw. From these two equalities, we get ag nAd %gðw

�Þaag n

Ad %gðwÞ ¼ w�aw. Hence wag nAd %gðw
�Þ satisfies the condition in Proposition

2.5, and wag nAd %gðw
�Þ is in the fixed point algebra ðMnBðl 2ðGÞÞÞK . r

Corollary 2.6. If G is a finite group in Theorem 2.4, then a and b are

cocycle conjugate if and only if Ha ¼ Hb, LðaÞ ¼ LðbÞ and na ¼ nb hold.

Proof. On one hand, anAd % and bnAd % are conjugate by Theorem

2.4. On the other hand, in the same way as in the proof of [16, Lemma 6.5], we

can prove that a is cocycle conjugate to anm, where m is an outer action of

G=H on the injective type II1 factor R0 and we regard m as an action of G in

the natural way. Hence a and b are cocycle conjugate since m and mnAd %

are cocycle conjugate. r

In the rest of this section, we treat examples which satisfy the assumption in

Theorem 2.4. The first example is taken from [20, Theorem 4.1].

Example 2.7. We consider the case G ¼ Z. Take a A AutðM;NÞ. Let

p be the strongly outer period of a. Set s :¼ ap. Then na is given by

naðpmÞ ¼ ½sm�. Let n be the outer period of s. Here assume ðp; nÞ ¼ 1. Then

we can find k; l A Z such that pk þ nl ¼ 1. Set nðgÞ :¼ ½sgk�. Then we have

nðpÞ ¼ ½spk� ¼ ½s�nlþ1� ¼ ½s�, and hence na can be extended to a homomorphism

from Z.

Example 2.8. Assume that G is of the form G ¼ Ha cK. For ðh; kÞ A

G ¼ Ha cK , define nðh; kÞ :¼ naðhÞ. Then by using the fact naðknk
�1Þ ¼ naðnÞ,

we get

nððh1; k1Þðh2; k2ÞÞ ¼ nðh1k1h2k
�1
1 ; k1k2Þ

¼ naðh1k1h2k
�1
1 Þ

¼ naðh1Þnaðk1h2k
�1
1 Þ

¼ nðh1; k1Þnðh2; k2Þ:

Hence we can extend na to a homomorphism from G, and we can apply the main

theorem.

A. On liftings of the relative w group.

In [26] and this paper, we fixed a lifting of waðM;NÞ to AutðM;NÞ for the

definition of the characteristic invariants and classification of group actions on

subfactors. However, in general, a di¤erent choice of a lifting produces a 2-
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cocycle, and this 2-cocycle may change the characteristic invariants of actions.

Hence the definition of characteristic invariants depends on the choice of a

lifting. In this appendix, we show that we can choose a unique lifting up to

cocycle perturbation by using the algebraic k invariant.

Take a lifting s. Then the algebraic k invariant kaðh; kÞ is defined as

kaðh; kÞ :¼ u�
sk ;sh

. To specify s, we denote this ka by ks
a ðh; kÞ.

Fix s and take another lifting ~ss. Then we can find a unitary uh A UðNÞ

with Ad uhsh ¼ ~ssh. Since ~ss is a lifting, there exists a 2-cocycle mðh; kÞ A

Z2ðwaðM;NÞ;TÞ with uhshðukÞ ¼ mðh; kÞuhk. To compare ks
a and k ~ss

a , we com-

pute k ~ss
a . Then

k ~ss
a ðh; kÞ ¼ u~ssk ; ~ssh

¼ uAd uksk ;Ad uhsh

¼ uAd uksk ;Ad uh Ad uhðuAd uksk ;shÞ

¼ ukskðuhÞu
�
ku

�
h Ad uhðAd ukðusk ;shÞuAd uk ;shÞ

¼ ukskðuhÞu
�
kusk ;shukshðu

�
kÞu

�
h

¼ ks
a ðh; kÞmðh; kÞmðk; hÞ

holds, so we get k ~ss
a ðh; kÞ ¼ ks

a ðh; kÞmðh; kÞmðk; hÞ.

Therefore if k ~ss
a ¼ ks

a , then we must have mðh; kÞ ¼ mðk; hÞ. By [30, Prop-

osition 3.2], m is a coboundary, so we can choose uh as a s-cocycle. Hence we

have shown the following proposition.

Proposition A.1. Let s and ~ss be liftings of waðM;NÞ to AutðM;NÞ. If

ks
a ¼ k ~ss

a holds, then ~ss is a cocycle perturbation of s.

By Proposition A.1, we can find a unique lifting s up to cocycle pertur-

bation once we fix the algebraic k invariant.

In the next proposition, we do not assume KerF ¼ AutðM;NÞ. Every

y A AutðM;NÞ induces an automorphism waðyÞ of waðM;NÞ by waðyÞð½s�Þ :¼

½y � s � y�1�.

Proposition A.2. Let s be a lifting of waðM;NÞ to AutðM;NÞ. Assume

that ks
a ðh; kÞ ¼ ks

a ðwaðyÞðhÞ; waðyÞðkÞÞ holds for every y A AutðM;NÞ. Then there

exists a swaðyÞð�Þ-cocycle wh such that y � sh � y
�1 ¼ Adwhsws

a ðyÞðhÞ
holds.

Proof. Take a unitary wh with AdwhswaðyÞðhÞ ¼ y � sh � y
�1. Then there

exists a 2-cocycle mðh; kÞ satisfying whswaðyÞðhÞðwkÞ ¼ mðh; kÞwhk. On one hand, we

have u�
y�sh�y

�1
;y�sk�y

�1 ¼ yðush;sk Þ
� ¼ ks

a ðk; hÞ. On the other hand, we have
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u�
y�sh�y

�1
;y�sk�y

�1 ¼ u�
AdwhswaðyÞðhÞ;AdwkswaðyÞðkÞ

¼ ks
a ðwaðyÞðkÞ; waðyÞðhÞÞmðk; hÞmðh; kÞ:

By the assumption on ks
a , we can choose wh as a cocycle as in the proof of

Proposition A.1. r

The assumption on ka in the above proposition is satisfied when either ka
is trivial or waðM;NÞ is cyclic. The former is trivial so that we will see the

latter. It is easy to see ks
a ðh; hÞ ¼ ks

a ðwaðyÞðhÞ; waðyÞðhÞÞ holds from the above

computation. If waðM;NÞ is cyclic and g is a generator of waðM;NÞ, then

ks
a ðg

m
; gnÞ ¼ ks

a ðg; gÞ
mn

¼ ks
a ðwaðyÞðgÞ; waðyÞðgÞÞ

mn

¼ ks
a ðwaðyÞðg

mÞ; waðyÞðg
nÞÞ

holds.
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